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Abstract—Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs) are a self–configuring and autonomous ad-hoc network which uses
routi ng protocols which provi des anonymity to the route through which the traffic flows, the data initiator and data
receiver are hi dden inorder to provi de conservation from the adversaries which tries to track down the route or the
crucial informati on’s present in the network. There are plenty of routing protocols that provi de anonymity but they
depend on hop-by-hop encryptions or redundant traffic which ulti mately leads to high price and they are not completely
satisfying in contri buting complete anonymi ty. In order to provi de complete anonymity in a low price, an Advanced
Location-based Efficient Routing in MANET (ALER) is proposed. It ai ms mainly in provi ding anonymi ty to the route,
data sender and the data recei ver. The network fiel d is di vi ded into several zones with the hel p of hierarchical parti tioni ng
and it is partition in a dynamical manner. Then nodes are selected randomly from the zones created from the hierarchi cal
parti tion and as the nodes are arbitrarily choose to generate a non -traceable anonymous route.The proposed protocol also
helps in hi ding the sender and the destination also very efficientl y. It also has strategies to effecti vely counter interse ction,
timing attacks. In this routing techni que it has tried to overcome the Sybil attack issues which were not sol ved by the
previous routing protocols.
IndexTerms—Advanced Location-based Efficient Routing in MANET (ALER),AODV,Sybil attack,NS2,Hierarchi cal
parti tion.
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
I. INTRO DUCTION
Now a day's Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs) has gained lots of attention and popularity due to its use in numerous areas
like education, military, emergency hospital needs,entertainment and commerce wh ich has stimu lated numerous wireless
applications. MANET poses some majo r features life organizing itself and independent infrastructure for using in communicatio n
and sharing of information. Because of the decentralizat ion feature of MANETs, the nodes can be a member or can detach itself
fro m the network as the network is infrastructure less. Nodes in MANETs are vulnerable to malicious entities; there major aim is
to tamper the original informat ion provided and analyzing the confidential data by eavesdropping or by attacking the routing
protocol.
Anonymity is very much important and critical in military applications (e.g., soldier communication) although it’s not require d
in civil oriented applications. Let us consider in a battle-field commun ication is done by establishing a MANET. Enemies can
easily intercept the transmission of packets through traffic analysis by doing this they can easily track the positions of the so ldiers
(i.e. nodes), they can attack commander nodes and can easily block the data transmitted by comprising the relay nodes (RN). For
establishing a secure communication providing anonymity in routing protocols is a better solution. The proposed routing protocol
efficiently provides anonymity to the route, the data sender and the data receiver. Advanced location efficient routing pro tocol
partitions the network field into mult iple zones and then arbitrarily chooses a node in any of the zone and forms a route in order to
deliver the packets from the sender to the destination. As the path is created using dynamic part itions adversaries finds it difficult
to track the network traffic. Hence the end points are hidden and cannot be recognized as the path used is anonymous. Unlink
ability is major strength of privacy protection i.e. source and destination cannot be associated with the packets in their
communicat ion by adversaries.There are mainly two anonymity routing techniques existing in MANETs the first one is hop -byhop and the other one is redundant traffic. But both these method failed to provide complete anonymity protection. In order to
which a new protocol came into existence and that is called as ALER, it is consider to give the maximu m p rotection given to the
sender and the destination nodes. A route is established anonymously by arbitrarily choosing nodes that acts as intermediate relay
nodes and then AODV algorith m is used to forward the data packets.In the final step the data is transferred to 'k' number of nodes
in the destination zone. Due to which it helps in provid ing anonymity in the destination zone.
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II. LITERATURE S URVEY
Lot of researchers has done many effect ive wo rks on MANET routing protocols. In this section we cite the relevant past
literature that use the various protocols for routing in MANET and related work.
The paper [10], author Karim El Defrawy and Gene Tsudik proposed some captivating issues arising in such MANETs by
designing an anonymous routing framework (A LA RM).With the help of node location a map is established and based on this the
node decides where the data should be forwarded further. Certain cryptographic methods are used to provide the constrained data
integrity, data authenticity, anonymity and intractability.
Xiao xin Wu and Bharat Bhargava proposed [14] an on -demand ad-hoc position-based private routing algorithm, named as
AO2P, for providing anonymous communication. To determine the next best hop a receiver contention was designed.The
destination node’s location information is exposed. The secure position service system is used to match the actual global positions
nodes with its real node identities.
PriyankaGoyal, VintiParmar, Rahul Rishi has accomp lished a co mplete survey on MANET's Vulnerabilities, challenges,
Attacks, Application [9]. The author has recommended all the possible vulnerabilit ies prevailing in the MANET networks. To
improve the communicat ion between the nodes certain routing algorithms are recommended. So me security objectives are also
stated. It discusses about MANET characteristics.
Zhi Zhou and Kin Choong Yow has proposed a new approach for the anonymous geographic routing algorithm [15], it repress
the exposure of identity of nodes and its location information with the help of three components. It assures the the entire network
protection. The routing path, location of the nodes is hidden.
In this paper authorL. Sweeneyhave proposed a model named as named k-anonymity [18].It acco mpanies together a set of
policies for providing node conservation.The release of k-1 indiv iduals are not distinguished among the provided anonymity of k
nodes, it also provides the details related to the information provided for every person. By using this model it helps in
implementing the real world system.The entire information is maintained in the release.It also examines many attacks named as
re-identificat ion.The protection is provided privately to the entire information.
An Anonymous Location-based Efficient Routing protocol (ALERT) [6] was proposed by L. Zhao and H. Shen. The network
field is divided into several zones with the help of hierarchical part itioning and it is partition in a dyn amical manner. Then nodes
are selected randomly fro m the zones created from the hierarchical partit ion and as the nodes are arbitrarily choose to gener ate a
non-traceable anonymous route. Thus, ALERT provides anonymity conservation to d , data initiator, data receiver and route. The
attacks on timing and the intersection attacks are countered effectively. The efficiency of anonymity is analyzed theoretically.
ALERT provides a better protection in the anonymity and cost is less compared to the existing routin g techniques. Also, ALERT
proves to be a better comparable routing algorith m than the GPSR geographical routing protocol.
This paper [8] proposed by Eugene Y. Vassermaand Nicholas Hopper Kansas explores the attacks of depletion in the resource
at the routing protocol layer. The entire network gets disabled due to node drainage and hence the power of the battery is
becoming less. These attacks rely on popular protocol classes of routing; they are not dependent on specific protocols. All
protocols are vulnerable to the Vampire attack wh ich is unable to detect and are devastating to the entire network. These attacks
are very simple to in ject the malicious node into the network. These malicious node gains all the battery power and it empty up
the entire power and bandwidth. This paper provides the recovery or the mitigate methods to overcome these deadly types of
attacks. The forward ing nodes are checked again if these nodes are used or not, in -order to avoid the duplication of nodes.
This paper [4] proposed by Nivodhaya.J, Ramyadorai.D has studied the result about the energy level depletion in an
geographic anonymous routing protocol ALERT due to Sybil attack. The Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs) for hostile
environment requires secure and stable setup. Anonymous routing strategy which hides the routing information fro m the outsiders
can provide highly secure communication among mobile nodes but cannot guarantee the stability of the network. Highly Secure
network along with longer lifet ime is the need of the hour for critical environ ments. Increasing the residual energy of the network
indirectly increases its lifetime. Energy conservation in the network can also be achieved by mitigating the effects of the a ttacks
that are aimed at the depletion of the nodal energy directly and network energy indirect ly. Sybil attack is one of the well -known
effects for such energy drain. The proposed work is aimed at studying the effect of Sybil attack with network energy in ALERT
(Anonymous Location based Efficient Routing). Exten sive simu lations are done by inducing Sybil entities in ALERT routing and
the results prove that the conservative network energy level decreases considerably with Sybil nodes.
III. METHO DO LOGY
The given system uses advanced location based efficient routing technique in AODV routing protocols. Due to which it
provides anonymity with the use of ALER technique. It also provides prevention from Sybil attack in order to avoid duplicate
identities, energy consumption of nodes and reduction of network lifet ime. In this strategy, MANET’s takes the most import ant
protocol AODV and apply it in the A LER routing technique for provid ing anonymity the route of packet fo rwarding cannot be
determined and also location of the source and destination cannot be determined by th e attacker. Thus using this strategy we can
make A ODV mo re secure. Here,A ODV is used so as its nature is to broadcast the path request message to all the nodes in the
network and fro m which node it receives the response it establishes the path with them an d transfers the packet to them. But in the
system it applies the ALER technique in AODV for anonymity protection, for this as in ALER it partit ions the network into
zones. In very first step it divides the network into different zones . It uses a formula for calcu lating the number of partit ions
required. In the second step it finds thelocation of the neighbor nodes in order to discover the route. After the selection of random
nodes, a condition checks whether the nodes are already used or not, if the nodes a re already used once again the ALER routing
technique partitions the network and the procedure is repeated till the unused nodes are found. By doing this it is assured that
there is no format ion of loops. If a loop is detected then the packet send is drooped and the ALER routing technique partitions the
zone again and whole procedure is followed again until the loop formation gets avoided. Then the source node multicast the
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packets to all neighbors of the destination and which neighbors have min imu m distanc e value create the final path form source to
destination.

Figure 1 System Architecture
Algorithm Steps for ALER
1. Init ially the network in rectangular shape is considerd and then it is divided into mu ltip le zones.
2. When the source node has some data to forward to destination, it will choose random node which will be referred to as random
forward. The relay node will be used to check the proper flow of the data between the nodes within the zone . The data will be sent
out of the zone using x hash function so that message obtains privacy.
3. Fro m its one hop neighbour nodes, the source node will choose a random node and will inform it by sending the hello messa ge
of its elect ion as relay node. The relay node must forward the data to the any random node in the next zone which is nearest to the
temporary destination.
4. So before the data transmission starts, the destination zone is identifies using a formula.Itially the number of zones to be
partitioned is calculate then zone destination size is calculated.
5. The source node will send few packets to the relay node.
6. If this relay node is packet dropping node then it will not forward the data properly to the next zone. It can drop few of the
packets, it can drop all the packets also.
7. Fro m this it identifies that the particular node wich drops the data is malicious node and identifies it as Sybil node.
8. Then that Sybil node is discarded from the route. Then it searches for the other random forwarder node to send the data packet
successfully to the destination.
9. If the relay node has properly forwarded the data, then the source node will keep on sending the remaining data to the same
relay node.
10.While the data reaches the destination node the unique hashing id is usd for authentication and the data is retrived.
11. Same procedure will be followed by the node in the other zones until data reaches the destination node.
Providing Privacy for ALER
In addition to that high privacy is provided inside the network. Two concepts are used and the first one is xoring method. This
is used to reduce the overhead of the data packet transfers so hence it’s an advantage and the node gets more network life. W hile
merging the data packets, they are compressed into a smaller size co mpared to its original size. The advantage in doing so is that
we are now able to two to three packets of data at once. A hash method is also used; itfunctions used for math’s calculations. It
translates a given input in numbers into another numerical value by compressing it. The inputted value given to the hash function
is random but the output is provided in fixed lengths.
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Figure 2 Flo w diagram of Proposed System
IV. S IMULATION
Advanced location based efficient routing protocol’s performance is evaluated using NS2 simulator. Nodes present in the
rectangular network are placed to create a scenario as if the source wants to send its packets to the destination by providin g
anonymity to the route and the data packets in order to avoid the Sybil nodes from attacking the network. In order to evaluate the
performance of the routing protocol, certain parameters are used to evaluate the efficiency of the ALER compared to the exist ing
routing protocol. We used Throughput, Energy Consumption, Packet Loss, Packet Delivery Rat io, Delay and Overhe ad to
evaluate the performance of the proposed system.
Table 1 Experiment Setup
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Screenshots of Simulation
In this project we have considered a network area with 40 nodes in NS2 and were successfully able to send data between the
source and destination nodes by avoiding Sybil attack. Advanced location based efficient routingprotocol is used to establish
anonymity conservation to sender, receiver and also to create a non-traceable anonymous route by using the. This imp lements the
AODV routing protocol. It also provides effective remedy fro m Sybil attack.

Figure 3 Initialization of nodes

Figure 4 Identifying Sybil nodes
V. R ESULT AND ANALYSIS
Figure 5 shows the graph for Packet Loss of ALER protocol and SYBIL_AODV protocol. We observe that as number of nodes
increases the packet are also lost in an increasing manner. For SYBIL_AODV protocol, loss of packet is high compared to ALER
protocol.
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Figure 5 Graph for Packet loss
Figure 6 shows the graph for Throughput of protocol ALER and SYBIL_AODV protocol. We observe that the throughput of
ALER protocol is consistently higher than that of SYBIL_AODV p rotocol. We observe that in both the protocols, ALER and
SYBIL_AODV, with the increase in the number of nodes there has been a steady increase in the throughput value.

Figure 6 Graph for Throughput
Figure 7 shows the graph for Packet Delivery Ratio of ALER and SYBIL_AODV. We observe that the delivery ratio of
transmission packets of ALER protocol is consistently higher than that of SYBIL_AODV protocol. We observe that in both the
protocols, ALER and SYBIL_AODV, with the increase in the number of nodes there has been a steady increase in the delivery
ratio of packet value.
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Figure 7 Graph for Packet delivery ratio
Figure 8 shows the graph for End to end delay of ALER protocol and SYBIL_AODV protocol. We observe that the delay of
transmission packets of ALER protocol is consistently less than that of SYBIL_AODV protocol.

Figure 8 Graph for Average Delay
Figure 9 shows the graph for Energy consumed by ALER and SYBIL_AODV nodes respectively. We observe that the energy
was depleted by the nodes using SYBIL_AODV protocol wh ile co mpared to A LER. We observe that in both the protocols, ALER
and SYBIL_AODV, with the increase in the number of nodes there has been a steady increase in the energy consumption by
nodes.

Figure 9 Graph for Energy consumption
Figure 7.10 shows the graph for Overhead of ALER protocol and SYBIL_AODV protocol. We observe that as number of nodes
increases the overhead also increases. For SYBIL_AODV p rotocol, overhead is high compared to ALER protocol.
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Figure 10 Graph for Overhead
VI. CONCLUSION
Present anonymous routing techniques either depend on hop-by-hop encryption or redundant traffic, both of them have a
negative approach as it generate high cost. Not only that some of the existing protocols fail to provide complete protection to the
network as some provide anonymity only to either source or destination nodes. Due to which complete protection of the network
becomes a failure. But when a comparison is made between ALER technique and other existing ones, ALER is distinguished by
others as it provides low cost and the anonymity protection is provided to the complete network fro m sender to the dest ination and
also to the route the network follows. It uses a unique method of partitioning the zones in a dynamic hierarchical way wh ich
makes difficult to the outsiders to detect the route followed by the network and also the two end points i.e. the sende r and the
destination. ALER includes a packet rather than the position, which provides high protection in anonymity to the source and
destination zones. ALER has characteristics to strengthen the anonymity by hiding the sender and the destination among a n umber
of senders/receivers. In addition to that high privacy is provided inside the network. Two concepts are used and the first on e is
xo ring method. This is used to reduce the overhead of the data packet transfers so hence it’s an advantage and the node gets more
network life.A hash method is also used; it functions used for math’s calculations. It translates a given input in numbers into
another numerical value by compressing it. The inputted value given to the hash function is random but the output is p rovided in
fixed lengths.Hence by using both this methods an extra layer of protection is provided to the data packets and it also ensures
anonymity to the network. The given system has also presented a novel approach on avoiding Sybil attack by checking the
forwarding nodes in the route to avoid loop formations. When a loop is identified in a network it discards the existing route and
creates a new route to forward the data packet. This helps to avoid the Sybil attack and also reduce the network lifet ime a nd
energy consumption level of nodes.
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